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ROBOTICS FOR WASTE STORAGE INSPECTION:
A USER'S PERSPECTIVE

F. Brack H_._n
FERMCO
P.O. Box .398704
Cincinnati, Ohio 45239-8704
513-648-6554

ABSTRACT

Seif-navig_,iag robotic vehicles are now to regulators and collect performance data for those
commercially available, and the technology supporting responsible for daily operations are also outlined.

, other important system components has also matured.
Higher reliability and the obtainability of system
support now make it practical to consider robotics as I. INTRODUCTION
a way of addressing the growing operational
requirement for the periodic inspection and The Fernald Environmental Management Project
mamumance of radioactive, hazardous, and n'axed (FEMP), located near Cincumau. Ol'uo, produced uranium
waste inventories, metal for the DOE for over thirty years. In 1989, Femald's

mission changed to one of site remediation and waste

This paper describes preparations for the first management. The site was placed on the National
field deployment ofanautonomouscontamer inspection Priorities List (NPL), and orgamze_ into five Operable
robot at a Department of Energy (DOE) site. The Units (OU's) focussing on different cleanup tasks.
Stored Waste Autonomous Mobile Inspector (SWAMI)
is presently being completed by engineers at the Raflioactive contarmnatmn at F_mald tends to be low-
Savannah River Technology Center (SRTC). It is a level, since only uranium was processed at the site. The
modifiedversionof a commerciallyavailablerobot.It Comprehensive EnvironmentalResponse,Compensation

hasbeenoutfittedwithsensorsuitesandcognitionthat and LiabilityAct (CERCLA) outlinesa number ofsteps

allow ittoperforminspectionsofdrum inventories thatNPL siteslikeFemald must conductpriortomajor

and their storage facilities, remedial activities. Several OU's have already advanced
to or through the Remedial Invest,gation and Feasibility

When readied in the spring of 1995, SWAMI will Study (RI/FS) phase and are now poised to begin
be extensively tested at the Femald Environmental remediatmn. In fact, the tallest budding at Feraald will be

Management Project (FEMP). The robot, the need it the first razed, and this will already be completed by the
fills, and its application are presented from the end of 1994'.
perspective of a user at a typical DOE Environmental
Restoration (ERe project. End-users at Femald and Tens of thousands of drums of mixed and low level
elsewhete have a strong stake in the results of this radioactive waste ate already stored on site. Intact, fully

research project and arc in a position to influence characterized drums containing solely low-level
technology transfer in this application area. A number contamination are being shipped offsite and disposed at
of significant technical contributions to the overall permitted facilities such as the DOE Nevada Test Site
SWAMI effort have resulted from recent investigations (NTS), but the currently approved process of preparing

performed by tmiversity and industrial researchers, these materials for shipment can be very time-consuming.
Some waste streams, including most mixed wasto, cannot

Background work that forms the foundation for be disposed anywhere presently and are stored pending a
present capabilities, SWAMI design, anticipated treatment and disposal route. These factors indicate that
applications, and principal components are briefly interim storage requirements will continue to grow for the
described. Specifications of the target facility, current near future, despite the best efforts of facility operators to

inspection practices, and regulations are important rapidly disposition the materials. Similar increases in
considerations for designers and are highlighted. Tests storage requirements and remedial activity ate being
intended to demonstrate the robot's inspection efficacy anticipated at other DOE facilities.
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Weeklyinspectionsofstoredhazardousandmixed Though roboticpolice.arestillnotcommon, a second

waste containers arc required under the Resource generation of mobile robots has been more commercially
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA).: Similar successful. As a class, they have been termed 'personal' or
inspections are conducted for drums holding non= 'service' robots to differentiate them from the more
hazardous, radioactive matenai. Fernsld is interested common industnal robots. Several vendors now sell this

in utilizing mobile robots to perform these inspections, kind of robot. They range from computer guided forklifts
Besides increasing worker and environmental safety, from Caterpillar to guided platforms from C vbermotion and
robots could assist with documentation and inventory Transmons Research Corporation _TRC).
management, while inspecting drums with superior
diligence and consistency. Dr. Joseph Engleberger built the first commercially

successful industrial robots in the early 1960's, and also

A. Desired robot features started TRC. He focussed its energy on producing a robot
that could safely and reliably deliver medical supplies

What is needed for this task, both at Femald and between multiple drop points on different crowded hospital
other DOE sites, arc cost-effective, safe and reliable floors. This robot, the TRC HelpMate, is now installed and
robots that are able to autonomously navigate in poorly operating at several medical centers.
lit, narrow aisles, using redundant obstacle detection

and avoidance systems. To avoid disturbing the drums. HelpMate navigation depends primarily on dead-
the robot should inspect them by non.contact means, reckoning, though features of the physical space, such as
such as optical (machine vision) inspection, the locat|on of doors, aisles, and pre-posittoned reflective

tape.can be usedtoupdateItsposmon m therobot'son-
Rust,dents,discolorationstreaks,andotherdefect boardmap. Thismodel oftheenvironmentisderivedfrom

features anywhere on the drum's exposed surface an AutoCAD facility map, loaded into RAM memory, and
should be detected reliably despite varying drum sizes, adjusted based on sensed conditions.
locations on pallet, lighting condition, and so forth.
Such robots should also simultaneously scan the aisles More recently at the DOE. survey and inspection have
for the contaminants most likely to be present, using been viewed as promising applications for automation
radiation detectors or other sensors. This reduces the because of the potential to reduce costs and worker
chance that contaminants would be unwittingly spread exposure while improving consistency, quality, and
through a facility by either robot or human, documentation. Also, sensor packages for these applications

tend to be light and more manageable tot early testing.
Additional features to check for proper labeling,

location, and compatibility of waste containers are
desirable. The systems nexxt to be easy enough to use
_o that present employees can view the robot as a new
tool to address increased productivity demands and not

as a threat to their employment status. Reliability,
efficacy, the availability of field support, and cost=
effectiveness are the most important acceptance criteria

from the perspective of the key operational decision
makers.

B. Previous work | _ |

Early in the development of mobile robots,

surveillance tasks were viewed as among the most
promising applications. Startup companies focussed on
security robots, such as Denning Mobile Robots and
Robotics of Rhode Island, first appeared in 1984. This

followed a series of discoveries on map building,
cognition, and machine vision, and early experiments
on mobile vehicles.

Figure 1- The SIMON radiation survey robot

.o
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With thecommercialavailabilityof robotbases Researchand EducationFoundation(SCUREF');Education.

and peripheralequipment,allthe piecesneededto Research.and Development Assoclation(ERDA) of
build firs+.prototypeswere in place.The Senti- Georgia Universities;Martin Marietta Astronautics

IntelligentMobileObservingNavigator(SIMON)was Division.througha Program Researchand Development
the resultof effortsat SRTC and is illustratedin :renouncement(PRDA)with METC; and theUniversityof

FigureI.Itisa modifiedCybermotionK2A robotthat Michigan.

can generateradiationmaps of floorsitisprogrammed

tosurvey,usinggasproportionaldetectors_. A firstprototypebuiltin 1993demonstratedproofof
concept. The robot was capable of collectingand

In operationsince 1991, SIMON has found compressingcolorimagesof55 gallondrums st_kedup to

numeroushotspotsthatpreviouslydefieddetectiondue threepalletshigh,buthad no featurerecogmtioncapacity.
to the tedious nature of manually scanning at a constant It also featured a SIMON-like radiation detection

speed of 1 inch per second. Map building features subsystem. Lessons learned during this early effort were
allow a human supervisor to review the path followed used to modify the specifications for the second unit, which

by SIMON during a previous evening's mission and is on order at the time of writing.
identify the location of the hotspots. A new version of
SIMON, the Mobile Automated Characterization

System (MACS), is presently being developed as a tool
for D&D by the Oak Ridge National Laboratory
(ORNL) and SRTC. It will be demonstrated in a
baseline remedial task, assessing contamination as part

of a DOE facility's KI/FS process.

C. The SWAMI project

Success with the SIMON vehicle encouraged

SRTC developers to conceive The Stored Waste
Autonomous Mobile Inspector (SWAMI), a container

inspection robot that meets most of the desired robot
features previously described. An early prototype that
was built and demonstrated in late 1993 is illustrated in

Figures 2 and 3.' SWAMI is funded by the DOE's
Robotics Technology Development Program (RTDP).
The DOE's Office of Technology Development (OTD)

supports both the RTDP-Ied research in this area as /
well as complementary efforts through the Morgantown
Energy Technology Center (METC).

Fernald's role in this project is to provide user

feedback to the robot designers on the specific

requirements for this appli_tion, using a real-life
operation scenario, and to provide typical facilities for
testing. In addition, Femald will work to create data
links between SWAMI and the waste inventory
database, while addressing operational, procedural.

and regulatory issues that users of these robots will

experience _. When completed in the Spring of 1995,
SWAMI will be extensively tested in two different

storage facilities at Femald.'

Contributors to SWAMI and related projects
include several academic and commercial entities,

involved by th_ DOE to expedite technology transfer.

Other participants include: South Carolina Universities Figure 2- SWAMI first prototype (1993)
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If. THE SWAMI ROBOT

SWAMI is a TRC HelpMate that has been SWAMI will inspect the visible portion of the drums
modified both at the factory and at the SRTC only, just as present day human inspectors do. This holds
laboratories. It travels autonomously through waste even when these inspections are m fulfillment of RCRA

storage facilities and monitors their inventories while statutes. This inspecuon practice has been judged to be
also providing supplemental radiation surveys of the sufficient by the regulators, given the overwhelming
storage area aisles using similar techniques w those number of drums that must be respected, and the even

used oa the SIMON robot. SWAMI will be higher desire to keep drums indoors (arranging drums so
consistently diligent both in its inspections of the that all sides are visible cuts storage availability by over
containers and in its tad survey of the aisles. It never 50%). Also, it has been found that corrosion usually starts
will bore of its job, feel tired, or be distracted, on the side seam or area on the lower seam under the side

seam. Thus. S_adard Operating Procedures (SOP's) _re for
i: is intended to be able to replace some aspects of the drums to be positioned so that they always face the

the preseux manual RCRA _tions, reducing worker open aisle.
exposure while increasing inspection consistency. In

the same spirit as the RCRA regulations, SWAMI Besides significantly reducing human inspection
should be seen as a key part of a leak prevention demands, SWAMI will provide timestamped, unalterable
program, as opposed to a leak detector. The documentation of inspection activities and drum condition

institutional goal is then to identify all suspect areas of by archiving images and other findings. The images wtil
drums long before they develop into full-blown leaks, subsequently be linked to the specific on-line record for that

container tbr ease of future remevai. It will be possible to
The TRC base unit provides locomotion, identify containers that deteriorate more quickly (perhaps

navigation, obstacle recognition and avoidance for due to particularly corrosive contents). By merging
SWAMI, It navigates using a version of TRC's dead previously captured images to form a history of one
reckoning that allows for both standard and customized container's degradation, trends will be established that can
localization updates. Four redundant collision help predict the likelihood of future deterioration.
avoidance sensors and modules are installed. It has a

maximum forward speed of about 3 MPH. A. Principal subsystems

When the stock HelpMate's medical supply The modified HelpMate base has several major
transport modules are removed, the robot can accept a additions. These include three navlgat_on enhancements.
fairly large volume and weight payload, as was one to confirm and update the robot's global position for
accomplished when a standard rack-mount enclosure navigation, one for local aisle following, and one to support
was loaded onto the SWAMI prototype, shown in rapid and sate back-ups out ,_t dead-ending aisles: X
figures 2 and 3. All inspection and survey radiation survey system: -Xn on-board VME based
functionality is provided by hardware and software computer to supervise and control all of the on-board
loaded into the piggybacked package provided by subsystems, including the HelpMate: Boards for image
SRTC developers. It is designed to be detachable for capture and processing; and a wireless Ethemet transceiver
transport and service, to communicate with the base station computer.

Additionally, an off-board computer is used as the pnmary
Images and range maps collected by the sensor interface to the robot.

packages will rhea be analyzed by algorithms running

either on- or off-board. The operational goal is to Additionally, multiple sensor packages are deployed on
drastically reduce the amount of direct human the robot at the four levels at which stacked containers are

inspection required, It is anticipated that hunmns will expected. Each package includes a bar code scanner.
still be required to confirm the list of questionable camera, strobe light and structured lighting system. The
containers that SWAMI generated and inspect odd- sensors will be manually adjusted for different drum stack
sized containers, or those inaccessible to SWAMI due sizes. Homogeneous stacks of 55 and 85 gallon drums will

to floor conditions, be supported by the SWAMI second prototype. 110 gallon
drums and B-25 boxes are also present, but only in small
quantities.
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Image and range data are captured for up to 4 Bar code readers mounted on the vehicle are used to
drums simultaneously. In this way, fixed long duration identify each drum inspected. They are aimed so that they
activities like range mapping drum exteriors, and can read standard Femaid labels affixed near the drum's
surveying the aisles for radiation leaks tan be midsection. Additionally, scinttllation detectors mounted in
accommodated, This also leads to more robust front of the robot and near the floor will be used for the

operation and will significantly increase the number of surveys. The decision was made to switch from gas
drums inspected per shift. Goals for defect feature detectors because their bulk. frequent maintenance fgas
recognition have been set by SRTC and verified at bottle replacement, and so on), and lengthy warmup did not
Femald. The vision system should detect t-astspots of make up for the marginal improvement in accuracy•
a diameter of 1/4 inch and vertical discoloration streaks Wireless Ethemet communications and post-mission uploads
larger than 1/4 inch wide and 6 inches long• Dent or will be used to transmit the collected information back to
bulge detection thresholds of equal or larger than ! the base station computer.
inch depth. 1.5 inches wide and 2 inches long were
selected. HelpMates have successfully demonstrated obstacle

avoidance in cluttered hospital environments. Robust
/ - ---- • navigation software allows the robot to modify its pathto

l_ avoid the obstacle and then return to Its original mission•

This type of avoidance behavior will also be instantiated if
' SWAMI encounters elevated radiation levels in the aisles.

/J,._ The four obstacle detection sensor systems am visible m
Figure 3. When one or more are tripped, the robot stops
motion, backs up, and goes into its obstacle avoidance
routine.

'1

Multiple ultrasonic range finders are set m depressed

'f,' ! [ cavities around the robot's edges. Two planes of laser light
emanate from the horizontal strips on the HelpMate's lower
front surface, reflecting off of narrow objects and back to

..... : the camera behind the IR filtering square sheet in the upper

• •
. • centerscanners•Independentsegmentsofpressure-sensitive

tapecan be seenon most edgesand corners.Finally,the

spnng-loadedfrontbumper hasan cl_tro.-opttcalinterrupt

' ' circuit, should it be bumped.HeIDMate

The HelpMate's odometnc posttlonmg system will be

enhanced by navigation systems developed bv SWAMi•s
•_. umverstty-based team members. SWAMI's position in the

• TRC _ warehouse wdl ,_ upaated u_zng a _ow-cost system
g designed at Georgia Tech. 7 Passive landmarks called

• fiducials will be located at the end of storage aisles•
• . Apparent size and location of the tiducial on the image

• plane of a simple pinhole CCD camera can be translated
• into azamuth and range data.

Additional work has been done on identifying drum
centers and centering between pallets in an aisle, using two
ultrasound arrays mounted on the HelpMate's front bumper

(see Figure 3). A separate ultrasonic based module was
recently developed at University of Michigan. It shows
promise in helping SWAMI rapidly back out of dead-endingFigure 3- SWAMI's HelpMate-provided sensors aisles.
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To detect dents and bulges, a structured lighting C. Data cormect_vity

system will be used. Structured lighting systems consist
of a controlled light source, such as a laser, which is SWAMI wtil be gathering a large amount of data on

cast upon the drum. The way the light reflects back each night's patrol, With so much data being generated, it
and is observed by a camera can then be used to is important the it be stored in a way that perrmts
determine range to the surface. The locus of all sun"ace convement and well orgamzed access. Many of SWAMI's
range measurements can then be used to identify dents, benefits will not be fully realized if the reports it produces
End-users require lasers to be no stronger than class II. are not integrated with existing waste material databases at

DOE sites.

The color of the drum affects signal strength.

Fernald's glossy black drums represent the worst case Thus, SWAbll will interact extensively with Fernald's
condition. Developers at Martin Marietta Astrosystems, new materials database, still being compieted. The Sitewide
working on the Intelligent Mobile Sensor System Waste Information Forecasting and Tracking System
(IMSS) for METC, have had some early success. Their (SWIFTS) is a new, user-friendly waste numagement
techniques will be used in SWAMI. database that will quickly and accurately obtain all

necessary reformation concerning sttewide wastes. SWIFTS
The on-board video systems simultaneously will encompass and/or supersede all present databases

captures four 512 x 486 pixel, full color images from pertaining to waste streams, as well as providing new
video taken by four cameras. Though camera optics functionality that allows forecasts of future waste storage,
include wide angle lenses, multiple Images of a drum shipment, and treatment re.qulrements.

may need to be taken due to the lack of perspective tn
36" wide aisles. The images are then compressed to All images and inspection results will be archived to
30-100 Kbytes using JPEG lossy techniques. Image document drum condition over time. In order to form
analysis is performed using the Khoros image rrussion plans, the locations of different drums sizes (e.g.

processing package. Initial results from the IMSS 55, 85 gallon) will be supplied to SWAMI ia advance. By
project indicate that the previously presented inspection reading bar codes at known locations, SWAMI will provide
acuity goals should be achievable, data needed to check and update the drum inventory.

Database management agents will selectively destroy _)ld
The base station consists of a charging area, drum records.

operator console for controlling SWAMI and evaluating
its output, and a computer. This base station computer Though it would be more stralghttbr'ward to store all
interfaces with both SWAMI and Fernald's sitewtde image data in SWIFTS, the underlying ORACLE DB
materials database that tracks and reports waste engine is not capable of managing that many large records
container information. The HelpMate's battery pack is in a practical manner. Thus, an redirect addressing scheme
removable so that the unit does not need to be reactive is desired whereby one. or a srn_il number, or fields m the

dunng charging. SWIFTS record for each drum are reserved for the
addresses of the corresponding timestamped images,

8. Operation stored in a separate database.

Paths for SWAMI are entered through AutoCAD III. APPLICATION CONSTRAINTS

generated files that specify points at which the robot
either dwells or simply passes through. The path points Container inspection robot end-users in general realize
form a series of linear llne segments that the robot that some facility modifications may be required to
follows. The maximum deviation from its original accommodate automated inspections. However, the level of

path, and prohibited zones, can also be specified, re-arrangement required should be kept as low as possible.
Due to the frequency of activities in the storage areas, the

A Graphical User interface (GUI) will be robot should be capable of being temporarily disabled by
provided on the base station computer to allow workers in the facility, after which it should be able to
convenient operation of the robot as well as resume its mission. In additiontothis 'aisle abort' feature,
presentation, interpretation, archiving, andretrievalof it should also have clearly marked and accessible
its findings. No particular expertise in either robotics Emergency Stop buttons and a 'mission abort' button that
or computer science will be required of SWAMI commands the robot to return to the base station
operators. Menus and graphic icons will be used to immediately. Other performance specifications were
make this possible, outlined in section IA.
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A. Storage facility details the _0-70% ot the drum's surface that Is exposed. Three
'leaker types' are detined for ;nspectton purposes m

Waste storage facilities tend to be dry., unheated FERMCO's Standard Operating Procedures (SOP's),
spaces that are poorly lit and partltioned so that leaks Progressive levels ot response match to observed drum
are contained. Ramps are built to pass over these conditions, T,,'pe [ lea.kers exnlbtt material flowing from the
dikes. At Fernald, thelargest facility is 450 by 90 feet container, while Type ill drums are slightly discolored but

large and can hold up to 12,000 drums stacked from with no material release. Type [ drums are bona fide
the outside walls back towards the center. Aisles are 36 'Ieakers' and are further subclassxfied, from category A
inches wide and drum rows are stacked four pallets with its severe corrosion. >uch as deep pitting or metal

high. Aisle widths as low as 28 inches have been flaking, to category C, which is for surface rust or rmnor
reported at other facilities. Some aisles are dead-ended paint flaking.
and thus the robot may need to back out of the aisle.
Several drum sizes can be present, though efforts are C. Regulatory involvement
usually made to keep like-sized drums together. Older
facilities are often re-used as storage areas an4 these Generally, the installation and use of robots in the
will be less amenable to robotic inspections. The field DOE's waste storage areas does not require regulatory.

trials at Fernald will include both a specifically approved, since they do not have the potential to cause
designed storage facility and a building that has been significant harm to people or the environment. However,
reconfigured for this purpose, because many or the waste :ortamer inspections are

performed to comply wlth regulatlons, the burdenof proof
B. Current inspection pracuce wdl be on robot developers to _how regulators that robots

perform as well. If not better, than humans in this task.
I

In order to develop practical systems that meet

user's expectations, the present methods of container Be/bre these robots can be used ,or their intended
inspection should be carefully studied. This is application, regulators will have to approve of the quality
especially important when present practice is less than of their inspection results. The most fundamental and
perfect, yet has been seen as acceptably sufficient by comprehensive test of automated container inspection
regulators and operators, performance ts to compare robottcai[y and manually

generated inspection reports. It has been proposed to
RCRA statues require that both the waste regulators that they accept this core test as sufficient for the

inventory and the facility itself be inspected weekly, qualification of robotic inspections for RCRA inspection
The drum inspection portion is by tar the most time compliance. A work plan has been wntten defining the tests
consuming requirement, however. Suspect containers and other activities associated ',,,tth the field tnals. 6
are ones that are either leaking already or pose an
tmrmnent danger of doing .so. These drums are D. '.3perat:onal consldcrat:un_

overpacked or repackaged in another container. The
most likely cause of container degradation is corrosion There zsevidence that u_e ,_t these robotic inspectors
m the form of rust. During certain times of year more could eventuaily reouce co_ts nv SSOK-S 100K per 10.000

suspects are discovered. Freezeithaw cycles in the drums annually. This tigure would be t0r sties like Femald
winter are one example, with no sigmficam radiologlcal hazard to workers, and

therefore, no stringent Personnel Protective Equipment

Drum inspections are performed both daily and (PPE) needed in the storage areas. Those facilities that
weekly. Only the weekly inspection is recorded for store hotter waste could see even greater cost benefits.
RCRA documentation. During a typical week, three to
five suspect containers requiring attention are Occupational safety considerations are important at
discovered. However, this frequency can be higher- for DOE sites like Fernald and several types of documentation

example from 1111193 to 11/17193, 8 suspects were are required to certify the radiologtcal, industrial, fire, and
found in T$-5, out of a 7,000 drum inventory. Recent operational safety of equipment. This holds especially true
estimates for inspection costs of a 5,000 drum when it operates autonomously. Recently, a detailed
inventory indicate that 16 hrs/wk are spent on daily system safety analysis was performed on the SWAMI
walkthroughs and 12 hrs/wk for the weekly RCRA roboP. The conclusion was that SWAMI posed no major

inspection, threat when some simple procedures are adhered to. The
majority of the hazards identified would occur during

Container inspection is performed visually over maintenance.
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IV, TEST STRATEGIES between site operatmns and robot development teams, to
facilitate the discovery, of techmcally achievable systems

Though tests will be conducted at many levels to that are sufficiently robust tot day-to-day operations.
evaluate SWAMI's performance, the most important
evaluation to be made, and the one that best Recent developments both m the commercial and
summarizes SWAMI's effectiveness as an inspector, is academic worlds have made It feasible to consider this

the side-by-side comparison of SWAMI's mspecuon application as a practical approach to meeting a growmg
reports with those generated _tng existing manual nauonal challenge. Early prototypes t_rther support the
methods, belief that automated container inspection is achievable. The

ultimate benefit reaped from the prescient application of
Thus, during the field trials, the waste storage these new systems will be shared by all those who care

facilities will be inspected by both the robotic and about occupational safety and site cleanup costs.
FERMCO inspectors.Thisalso willensurecompliance

with existingRCRA regulationsand guidance, while ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

allowing this comparison to be made. The core test
will be conducted over several weeks and at two The author gratefully acknowledges the support of
separate facilities. The successful demonstration of Clyde Ward and Kurt Peterson of SRTC, Jolm Eckstem of
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